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Guiding Questions

 What are Student Growth Percentiles?

 Conceptually?

 Mathematically?

 How will they be used in Michigan’s accountability 

systems?

 What are the implications for educator evaluations?

 What research is a available on SGPs?
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Student Growth Percentiles

 Student Growth Percentiles (SGPs) represent one 

powerful way to quantify the growth of individual 

students over time

 Conceptually, SGPs describe students’ growth compared 

to the growth of other students who had equivalent past 

test scores
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Student Growth Percentiles

In order to calculate SGPs

 Students are grouped with other students throughout the 

state who had equivalent scores on the previous test

 Students are then ordered in their group based on their 

score on the current year test

 Each student then receives a percentile rank based on their 

order in the group
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Student Growth Percentiles (SGPs)

 Here is the conceptual explanation I have been giving 

around the state.

 Let’s try to understand SGPs by looking at two students 

who appear to be very similar, but in reality, are very 

different



Jane
 Took the most recent grade 4 

reading test

 Received a scaled score of 
434, 
 which happened to be the 

state average, and

 Placed her in the “Proficient” 
performance level.

 But what is her progress? 

 How much growth has she 
demonstrated?



John  Also took the most recent grade 

4 reading test 

 Also received a scaled score of 

434,

 which happened to be the state 

average, and

 he was also in the “Proficient” 

performance level.

 But what is his progress? 

 How much growth has he 

demonstrated?





One way to better understand
Jane’s growth would be to look at
students who scored the same as
Jane on last year’s reading test.



One way to better understand
Jane’s growth would be to look at
students who scored the same as
Jane on last year’s reading test.



In reality, there are many students
in Michigan who scored the same 
as Jane on last year’s 3rd grade 
reading test, but let’s imagine that 
there were only 10.
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Each of these students scored a 301
on last year’s 3rd grade reading test and 
have now taken this year’s 4th grade
reading test as well.



375 382376 390 395 408 430421 432 448

Let’s order these students by their score on this year’s
reading test.



All these students had the same 3rd grade reading score (301).

375 382376 390 395 408 430421 432

434

448

But each of them scored differently on the 4th grade reading test.



375 382376 390 395 408 430421 432
434

448

A Student Growth Percentile (SGP) of 90 indicates that Jane
scored better on the 4th grade reading test than 90% of the students  
who started at the same point on based on the previous test.

All these students had the same 3rd grade reading score (301).



Let’s go through that same process
for John by identifying the students
in the state who scored the same 
as John on last year’s reading test.



Once again, in reality, there are many 
students in Michigan who scored the 
same as John on last year’s reading 
test, but let’s imagine that there were 
only 10.



Each of these students scored a 364
on last year’s 3rd grade reading test and 
have now taken this year’s 4th grade
reading test as well.
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Once again, let’s order these students by 
their score on this year’s reading test.

418 452428 469 478 484 499490 501 502



Last year’s reading score was 364 for all these students. 

418 452428 469 478 484 499490 501

434

502

But each of them scored differently on the 4th grade reading test.



Last year’s reading score was 364 for all these students

418 452428 469 478 484 499490 501434 502

A Student Growth Percentile (SGP) of 20 indicates that John scored better on the 4th

grade reading test than only 20% of the students who started at the same point as 
him on the previous test.



Even though Jane and John received the same score on the 4th grade 
reading test, looking at their SGPs reveals that their growth is very 

different, and their academic progress in the last year varies significantly. 

Jane’s SGP of 90 shows she is learning 
faster than the majority of students who 
started at the same point as her.

John’s SGP of 20 tells a different story. 
John is actually learning much more 
slowly than most students who started at 
the same point as him.



Student Growth Percentiles

 Student Growth Percentiles (SGPs) describe a student’s 

learning over time compared to other students with 

equivalent prior test scores

 An SGP of 50 shows average learning over time, with 

higher SGPs showing higher than average learning and 

lower SGPs showing lower than average learning

 SGPs are a very useful and powerful way to understand 

student learning over time



Another Way to visualize SGPs
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Condition on Prior Achievement



Mathematical Explanation
 Quantile Regression 

 Here is the mathematical equation.

 Once the model is estimated, the posttest is compared 

to the nearest conditional quantile of the observation 

and that becomes the SGP. 
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Use in Accountability

 Replaces Performance Level Change and Slopes as the 

growth component in school accountability systems.

 AMAO Target 1

 Provisional Proficiency in Scorecard
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Educator Evaluations

 SGPs have been used in multiple states for Educator 
Evaluations.

 The most common aggregation for Ed Eval is taking the 
median of a group of SGPs. In the literature, these are 
called Median Growth Percentiles, or MGPs.

 The usefulness of MGPs for Ed Eval varies across grade 
and subject.

 The SGPs from the 2015 M-STEP shouldn’t be used for any 
educator evaluations.
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Some Limitations of SGPs

 We can’t assume that teacher’s are the sole or even 
majority cause of SGP variation.

 Major events/disruptions may play a role, for example

 SGP data will be much less precise this year due to the 
assessment transition.

 Change in standards, assessments, delivery mode, and time 
of year.

 Longer than normal gap between tests.

 Other limitations
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Implications

 This is a great year to familiarize ourselves with SGPs and 
begin to develop ways to use SGP data to improve our 
teaching and learning.

 Michigan educators should avoid making high stakes 
decisions from SGPs for the first year; SGPs are going to 
be less stable and less precise for the 2014-2015 results.

 SGPs, when used correctly, can be important tools to 
understand both individual students, and groups of 
students.
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Some Limitations of SGPs

 We can’t assume that teacher’s are the sole or even 
majority cause of SGP variation.

 Major events/disruptions may play a role, for example

 SGP data will be much less precise this year due to the 
assessment transition.

 Change in standards, assessments, delivery mode, and time 
of year.

 Longer than normal gap between tests.

 Other limitations
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SGP Research

 Review of Literature

 MDE research on Michigan SGPs

 Research possibilities for Michigan
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Michigan Specific Findings (2012 pilot 

study)

 SGPs based on the MEAP and MME behaved predictably 

for Michigan Students

 SGPs can be used in an assessment transition year, but 

we are concerned about the correlations between 

MEAP/MME prior tests and the M-STEP. 

 SGPs have a much lower correlation to demographic 

variables like percent economically disadvantage and 

percent minority students. But the correlation is still not 0.
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Assessment Transition Issues
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Pilot Study on Transition Year
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Transition Year Findings

 A gap year has significant impacts on calculated SGPs 
making the post assessment transition SGPs superior to 
transition-year SGPs.

 SGP developers recommend that the SGPs are most 
informative when the correlation between pre- and post-
test is above .60.

 The pilot study suggests the possibility that 2015 SGPs will 
fall below this threshold. 

 EA is monitoring this in their calculation of 2015 SGPs
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Implications

 This is a great year to familiarize ourselves with SGPs and 
begin to develop ways to use SGP data to improve our 
teaching and learning.

 Michigan educators should avoid making high stakes 
decisions from SGPs for the first year; SGPs are going to 
be less stable and less precise for the 2014-2015 results.

 SGPs, when used correctly, can be important tools to 
understand both individual students, and groups of 
students.
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Questions
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Contact

 Jared Robinson – robinsonj33@michigan.gov

 Chris Janzer – janzerc@michigan.gov

 MDE-accountability@michigan.gov
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